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Abstract
Whereas the literature on questionnaire pretesting has revealed a paradox, questionnaire pretesting is a simple
technique to measure in advance whether a questionnaire causes problems for respondents or interviewers.
Consequently, experienced researchers and survey methodologists have declared questionnaire pretesting
indispensable. All the same, published survey reports provide no information about whether a questionnaire was
pretested and, if so, how and with what results. Moreover, until recently, there has been limited methodological
research on questionnaire pretesting. The universally acknowledged importance of questionnaire pretesting has
been honoured more in theory than in practice. As a result, we know very little about pretesting and the extent to
which a pretest serves its intended purpose and leads to value-added on questionnaires. An expert review is a
traditional method of questionnaire pretesting. Expert reviews can be conducted with varying levels of
organisation and rigor. On the lower end of the spectrum, an experienced subject matter expert, or survey
methodologist reviews a draft questionnaire to identify issues with question wording or administration that may
lead to measurement error. On the more rigorous end of the spectrum, as employed in this study is the
Questionnaire Appraisal Scheme method, a standardized instrument review containing 28 problem types that
allow experienced researchers and/or coders to code, analyse and compare the results of questionnaire problems
reported by the independent expert reviewers for consistency and agreement across the expert reviewers.
However, in spite of the wider use of the expert review as a pretest method, fewer empirical evaluations of this
method exist. Specifically, there is little evidence as to whether different expert reviews consistently identified
similar questionnaire problems. Similarly, there has been no reasonable level of agreements across the expert
reviewers in their evaluation of questionnaire problems. This paper addresses these shortcomings. The protocols
employed in the paper would contribute to reducing the shortfall in pretesting guidelines and encourage
roundtable discussions in academia and management practice.
Keywords: expert reviews, methodologists, questionnaire pretesting, respondents, QAS
1. Introduction
Expert reviews are frequently used as a questionnaire evaluation method. Whereas prior evaluative studies have
attempted to assess the effectiveness of expert reviews in improving questionnaire problems (e.g., DeMaio &
Landreth, 2003; Yan et al. 2012), they have received limited empirical attention. Up to now, researchers have
often asked subject matter experts( e.g., methodologists, sociologists and psychologists) who have theoretical
questionnaire knowledge and/or practical experience, to review draft questionnaires and provide a critique of the
questions as a technique of spotting questionnaire problems, potential measurement errors or a breakdown in
question answering process (Olson, 2010). The expert review provides a fresh set of eyes to critically look at the
questions because the developer routinely gets too close to the subject matter to be able to see all the problems
(Grealish, 2003). Obviously, expert reviews have become common practice in questionnaire development (Yan
et al. 2012). However, expert reviews can be done by having individuals review the questionnaire (Willis et al.
1999), or, by convening a group of experts (called an expert panel), to review questionnaires (DeMaio &
Landreth, 2003). Expert reviewers can rely exclusively on their own judgements, making informal assessments
that typically yield open ended comments about the survey items to be evaluated (Olson, 2010). They can also be
guided by formal appraisal systems that provide a detailed set of potential problem codes (DeMaio & Landreth,
2003; Rothgeb et al. 2001; Yan et al. 2012). Nevertheless, as no field costs are involved, expert reviews are a
relatively cheap pretesting method. The number of expert reviewers tends to range from two, three to over
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twenty revviewers (Presser & Blair, 19994; Willis et aal. 1999; Greaalish, 2003; DeeMaio & Landdreth, 2003; Oslon,
O
2010). Preesser and Blairr (1994) incluuded expert revviewers in theeir study on thhe effectivenesss and reliabiliity of
different m
methods of prretesting questtionnaires. Mooreover, as paart of an expeeriment on altternative cogn
nitive
interviewinng methods, DeMaio
D
and L
Landreth (20033), utilized thee results from individual expperts (three ex
xperts
from diffeerent organisattions) to gaugge the breadthh of results prroduced by thhree different tteams of cogn
nitive
intervieweers. Furthermorre, Olson (20110) employed eexpert reviewss in their studyy to measure thhe variations across
experts in their reviews of questionnaaire problems. They also asssess whether qquestions identtified by experrts as
problematiic are systemaatically relatedd to data quallity problems – item nonressponse and repport inaccurac
cy on
those quesstions. An evaaluation of thee quality of exxpert reviews compared to other methodss containing proxy
p
indicators of data qualityy e.g., intervieewer and respoondent behaviiour during an interview, sugggested that expert
reviewers identify morre problems in survey queestionnaires thhan other metthods (Presseer & Blair, 1994).
Tourangeaau (2004) asseerted that the questions idenntified by exppert reviewers as being “prooblematic” actually
yield highher levels of measurement
m
errrors than otheer questions. F
Further, Williss et al. (1999) and his collea
agues
compared expert review
ws with cognitivve interviewinng and behavioour coding to eevaluate the nuumber of prob
blems
found by eeach method. They
T
concludeed that the expeert review founnd the most prroblems. Howeever, in spite of
o the
wider use of the expertt review, feweer empirical eevaluations of this method eexist. Specificcally, there is little
evidence aas to whether different expeert reviews coonsistently idenntified similarr questionnairee problems (O
Oslon,
2010; Touurangeau, 20004; DeMaio & Landreth, 2003). Similaarly, there haas been no reeasonable leve
el of
agreementts among expeert reviewers inn their evaluattion of questioonnaire problem
ms (DeMaio & Landreth, 2003).
This studyy addresses theese shortfalls.
The remainder of this paaper is organissed as followedd: Section 2 reeviews the relaated literature beginning with the
presentatioon of a surveyy design best ppractices and how to write a good questionnaire. This is followed by
y the
classificatiions of expert reviewers andd main goals oof expert revieews. Section 3 presents the rresearch objecttives.
Section 4 ppresents the methodology
m
off the study; Secction 5 presentts the analysis and results annd finally, Section 6
presents thhe discussion and
a conclusionn and implicatiions of the studdy for academiia and manageement practice..
2. Literatu
ure Search
2.1 Surveyy Design Best Practices:
P
How
w to Write a G
Good Questionnnaire
When it comes to surveey questionnaire design bestt practices, theere are a numbber of key connsiderations. These
T
include esstablishing releevant informaation, researchh aims and obbjectives, data collection meethods, clarity
y and
writing styyle of questionnnaire, questioon structure, loook and feel, the flow and questionnaire pretesting (Market
Research G
Guy, 2017; Ikkart, 2018). Toogether, these components, aas shown in F
Figure 1, help construct effe
ective
survey queestionnaires.

Figuure 1. Survey ddesign best praactices: how to write a good qquestionnaire
Source: Addapted from Market
M
Researcch Guy, 2017
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Firstly, the questionnaire should focus on the research aims and objectives. This should include asking and
collecting the right types of information and making sure that each question is specific, objective and
understandable. Further question options, including use of mutually exclusive multiple-choice questions, rating
or ranking scale and closed-ended questions, will produce different types of responses. These options are useful
for gathering information about preferences, attitudes, opinions and behaviours. For instance, closed-ended
questions help in gathering demographic and other fact-based information which can then be used to classify
people or situations. Also, your survey needs to be free of errors so that it assists the researchers to make critical
decisions. Although errors may still occur, it is important to be aware that these happen in order to reduce them.
However, researchers need to be aware of the types of errors that might impact on the research and ensure that
the research objective is appropriate and that the questionnaire survey is trialled before use. Such action will
minimise the impact of errors. Moreover, it is a good idea to randomise question choice options so that the same
option is not listed first. More often respondents will select choices near the top of the list. But by randomly
rotating the order of multiple choice matrix questions for each respondent, you can feel more confident that your
results are genuine and not simply the result of being the ones listed first. This helps correct the impact of errors
in surveys (Market research Guy, 2017; Ikart, 2018).
Secondly, when writing your questions for a survey, it is best to structure your questionnaire using what is called
the “funnel” technique. Start your questionnaire with broad general interest questions that are easy for the
respondent to answer. These questions warm up the respondents and get them involved in the survey. The most
difficult questions are placed in the middle – those that take time to think about, and those that are of less general
interest. At the end, we can again place general questions that are easier to answer and of broad interest and
application. Typically, these last questions can include demographic and other classification questions.
Consideration should also be given about where to place the most sensitive questions (e.g., in the middle or
towards the end of the questionnaire). Furthermore, instructions and definitions of key words for the participants
have to be provided to ensure a smooth flow of questions from one topic area to others in the questionnaire.
Nevertheless, limit your use of open-ended questions because these can be more taxing on respondents than
structured questions and will lead to survey fatigue if overused. Although it is ideal to use appropriate scales for
the survey questions, do not ask unnecessary questions that would cause people to freak-out. For example,
asking the respondents their date of birth and their ages in your survey questionnaire (Synodinos, 2003; Market
research Guy, 2017; Ikart, 2018).
Thirdly, one of the critical steps in effective survey questionnaire design is to have a plan based on the
information gathered from the literature review of secondary data, where publications and journals are searched
to gather preliminary knowledge of the topic under consideration. Before you start drafting the questionnaire, it
might be important you ask yourself the following questions: (i), what business decision am I trying to inform?
(ii), if I knew them--? – I would be more prepared to make these important decisions; (iii), what am I trying to
measure? Perceptions? Attitudes? Intentions or behaviours of the population sample? (iv), who is my audience?
Is my audience familiar with the subject of my research? Is the level of knowledge/understanding in the audience
of the questionnaire widely varied or broadly equivalent? (v), what kind of statistics do I want to come out of this
project (e.g., descriptive vs. inferential statistics)? And what will my analysis look like? Your answers to each of
these questions will help you to craft the survey questions that really matter, and will yield actionable data
(Market research Guy, 2017; Ikart, 2018).
Fourthly, it is best to keep your survey questionnaire short, to the point and engaging. Most long surveys are not
completed. A quick look at surveys containing too many pages of boring questions produce a response like,
“there is no way I’m going to complete this thing”. The response rate for long surveys will drop off dramatically
unless the respondents must either be very interested in the topic, an employee, or paid for their time. How long
is too long? Although the general rule of thumb is to keep the survey short, the average respondent is able to
complete about 3 multiple choice questions per minute. An open-ended text response question counts for about
three multiple choice questions, depending on the difficulty of the question. Whilst only a rule of thumb, these
formulas will assist you to predict accurately the limits of your survey (Market research Guy, 2017; Ikart, 2018).
Fifthly, as a subject matter expert, you will naturally include acronyms, slang and jargon into your survey
without thinking about it. However, it is important to be specific and avoid using big words, jargon, acronyms
and/or ambiguous language in the survey. Instead, it is best to use simple sentences and simple choices for the
answers with a good and clear layout. You should also evaluate and verify the contents and styles of the
questions to ensure the objectives of the study are covered in the questionnaire. Again, simplicity with clarity of
your writing style is the best teacher (Synodinos, 2003). Moreover, the way your survey looks and feels can
determine how well it performs. To make your survey perform better in the field we recommend you use a
3
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visually appealing survey questionnaire with eye catching colours and appropriate font sizes in order to enhance
the readability and the look and feel. Adding visual separators between each question, and a Progress bar that
shows the respondents how far along they are in the survey, would boost the look and feel of the survey
questionnaire (Market research Guy, 2017; Ikart, 2018).
Additionally, pretesting your questionnaire is a key consideration of the survey questionnaire construction
process. It is a stage of undisputed importance, without which even the most experienced researchers may come
to administer uncertain instruments that will lead to an accumulation of doubts about the research results.
Although a more careful examination of the literature on pretesting survey questions have revealed a paradox,
pretesting is the only technique to evaluate in advance whether a questionnaire poses problems for the
interviewers or respondents. Consequently, experienced specialists declare pretesting indispensable (Babonea &
Voicu, 2011). Therefore, we recommend that you find some people including a subset of the population to take
your survey without any coaching from you, and then gather their feedback. You can ask them about their
general impression. You should also ask them specific questions such as:
1.

Was the survey engaging?

2.

How long did it take you to complete?

3.

Did the question flow logically?

4.

Were there any confusing questions?

5.

And, were there any areas of frustration?

Designing a perfect questionnaire is impossible. However you can conduct good research by developing an
efficient questionnaire based around the above critical information and key considerations of Figure1. In order to
design such a questionnaire, we reemphasis you pretest your questionnaire to ascertain its effectiveness. When
you test the questionnaire with people, look at the data that comes back, including the comments and feedback.
You can also get this data into a data analysis program and start the process of analysing the data. If there are any
issues with data structure, improper question type or scale types, they will likely present themselves here. You
can fix them before you launch the production survey (Market Research Guy, 2017). We believe this activity
helps determine the strengths and weaknesses of the questionnaire. Questionnaire pretesting helps in identifying
inappropriate terms in questions wording, inappropriate order, errors in questions, layout, instructions and other
problems which might result in respondents’ inability to answer certain questions (Synodinos, 2003; Babonea &
Voicu, 2011; Ikart, 2018).
To summarise (see Figure 1), the pretesting process aims to evaluate whether:


Respondents understand all the terms and concepts in the questionnaire;



Closed questions provide at least one answer choice that would apply to every respondent;



Questions were interpreted in the same manner by all the respondents;



Answer choices to be selected correct;



Every survey question measures what it should measure;



Questionnaire creates a positive impression, thus motivating people to respond to the question;



And finally, whether any aspect of the questionnaire suggests any bias from the researcher.

2.2 Classifications of Expert Reviews and Goals of Expert Reviews
In his seminal work, Fricker (2012) classified expert reviews into two main groups. He called the first group,
‘Survey and Questionnaire Experts’ and, the second group, ‘Substantive or Subject Matter Experts’. As asserted
by him, whilst the goal of the Survey and Questionnaire Experts are to ensure instruments and questions are up
to best practices, the Substantive or Subject Matter Experts are tasked to making sure that the facts are right and
that the questionnaires meet the research objectives (Fricker, 2012). However, DeMaio & Landreth (2003)
referred both groups of expert reviews as, ‘Survey Methodologists’ who have 10 or more years of experience in
questionnaire design, cognitive interviews and survey interview process research with the ability and skills in
reviewing survey questionnaire. People who have theoretical questionnaire knowledge or practical experience
are asked to review draft questionnaires with an eye to identify questionnaire problems (p 1). Going further,
Willis and his colleagues referred expert reviews as, a group of survey design ‘experts’ who review a
questionnaire to identify potential sources of non-sample error by understanding the respondent’s task and
providing suggestions for ways to minimise potential errors. In other words, experts are individuals who are
considered to be experts in the critical appraisal of survey questionnaires (Willis et al. 1999). In practice,
4
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however, they are people who can apply their theoretical understanding of, and extensive experience in, survey
development in critiquing questionnaires. This technique can also incorporate subject matter ‘experts’ and
interviewers as well (Fricker, 2012; Australia Bureau of Statistics, 2001).
Expert reviewers provide guidance to survey designers in the development of an effective questionnaire. They
reveal problem questions, including questions with linguistic and structural issues, so that they can be improved
prior to their inclusion into the questionnaire for a field test (Yan et al. 2012; Presser & Blair, 1994).
Additionally, expert reviewers sort questionnaire items into groups that are more or less likely to exhibit
measurement errors (Willis et al. 1999; Presser & Blair, 1994). Expert reviewers are tasked to ensuring that all
questions in the questionnaire are understood in the same way by all respondents, and also that the respondents’
understanding of the questionnaire matches what the survey designers intended (DeMaio & Landreth, 2003; Yan
et al. 2012). As the subject matter experts, their aim is to make certain that the wordings of the questionnaire are
technically correct, appropriate and that the questions are logically presented and response sets reasonable.
Characteristically, experts aid in distinguishing questions in survey instruments that are prone to item
non-response and/or inaccurate reporting, and as a result, provide appropriate adjustments where applicable
(Olson, 2010). Whilst evaluating the questionnaire, experts also make sure that the questionnaires meet: the
research objectives, best practices and are easy to administer and respondent and interviewer friendly (Grealish,
2003). When conducting the reviews, experts would systematically analyse the response task for each question in
terms of, comprehension, information retrieval, judgement and response generation (Australian Bureau of
Statistics, 2001). Any questions they identified as potentially posing difficult retrieval problems, or burdensome,
may receive special attention for amendment before their inclusion in production survey (Olson, 2010).
In light of the above considerations, expert reviewers can identify a broad range of errors, including problems
with the questionnaire layout, question wording, respondent burden and interviewer considerations. Moreover,
they can provide information about interviewer, respondent and mode effects and limited information about
interaction effects (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2001). Presser & Blair (1994) found that expert reviews
identified the largest and most consistent number of problems. Furthermore, Willis et al. (1999) conducted a
study to compare the number of problems identified by cognitive interviewing, behaviour coding and expert
review, evaluating the consistency of the pretesting methods, both externally, ( across different techniques) and
internally (across different researchers and research organisations) and assessing the types of problems identified.
They found that overall the different pretesting techniques including expert review appeared to exhibit a
“reasonable degree of consistency”. Expert reviews can provide solutions and recommendations for minimising
identified sources of errors in questionnaires (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2001). Table 1, grouped research
studies on questionnaire pretesting and expert review into five groups and summarised the related literature. A
discussion of these studies follows the table.
Table 1. Classifications of research studies on questionnaire pretesting & expert reviews
Research Areas:

References

i.
Survey design best practices: How to write
a good questionnaire

Ikart, 2018; Market Research Guy, 2017; Babonea & Voice,
2011; Synodinos, 2003

ii.

Improving survey quality through pretesting

Ikart, 2018; Haeger et al. 2012; Willis, 2005; Hughes, 2004;
DeMaio, et al.1998; ABS, 2001

iii. Methods for pretesting & evaluating survey
questions

Presser et al, 2004; Presser & Blair, 1994; Grealish, 2003;
ABS, 2001; Rothgeb et al. 2001

iv.

Ikart, 2018; Yan et al. 2012; Presser at al. 2004; Hughes,
2004; Willis, et al. 1999; Demaio et al. 1998; DeMaio &
Rothgeb, 1996; Presser & Blair, 1994; ABS, 2001; Rothgeb
et al. 2001

Comparing pretesting methods

v. Examining
expert reviews

questionnaire

pretesting

by

Olson, 2010; DeMaio, & Landreth, 2003; Fricker, 2012;
Grealish, 2003; Rothgeb et al. 2001; Willis et al. 1999
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In summary:
i.
Survey Design Best Practices: How to write a good Questionnaire - research studies (e.g., Ikart, 2018;
Market research Guy, 2017; Babonea & Voicu, 2011; Synodinos, 2003) in this group focus on survey design
best practices and how to write a good questionnaire. The Market research Guy and Ikart underscored seven
components e.g., clarity, relevance, objectivity, look and feel, flow, question structure and survey testing that
should be considered when designing survey questionnaires. Similarly, Babonea & Voicu (2011) Synodinos
(2003) focus on the art of questionnaire construction and pretesting e.g., establishing the research aims and
objectives, data collection methods, questionnaire design, pretesting and reviewing the questionnaire for
production surveys. Findings from the group of studies suggest that these considerations are critical in
developing a high quality survey questionnaire.
ii. Improving survey quality through pretesting - Research studies (e.g., Haeger, 2012; Willis, 2005; DeMaio
et al. 1998) focus on improving questionnaire quality through cognitive interview pretesting. Whilst Ikart (2018)
utilised cognitive interviewing (entailing administering a draft survey questionnaire while collecting additional
verbal information about the survey responses, which is used to evaluate the quality of the response, or to help
determine whether the question is generating the sort of information that its author intends) and respondent
debriefing, (involving incorporating follow-up questions in a standardized interview) in improving questionnaire
development, Hughes (2004) employed multiple methods including cognitive interviews, respondent debriefing
and behaviour coding (which is a system of coding the interactions between an interviewer and a respondent ) to
improve the quality of the questionnaire through pretesting. Likewise Hughes, DeMaio et al.(1998) & ABS
(2001) utilised multiple methods including cognitive interviews, expert reviews, respondent debriefing and
behaviour coding in their field test to improve the quality of questionnaire. Findings suggest that cognitive
interviews behaviour coding and respondent debriefing and expert reviews are critical pretesting methods for
improving survey questionnaires.
iii. Methods for pretesting & evaluating survey questions - research studies (e.g., Presser et al. 2004; DeMaio
& Rothgeb, 1996; Presser & Blair, 1994) in this group discussed and compared various methods of pretesting
surveys. This included cognitive interviews, behaviour coding, formal respondent debriefings and vignettes to
determine whether different methods actually produce different results. Presser & Blair (1994) compared the
results of cognitive interview, expert review and behaviour coding along with the conventional pretest which
involved telephone interviews conducted by four interviewers to determine whether they varied in terms of
reliability, validity and cost. Findings revealed that although the results varied, each method produced relevant
results towards improving the quality of questionnaire. Presser et al. (2004) also discussed other pretesting
methods e.g., computer assisted telephone interview, computer-assisted personal interviews and computer
assisted self-interviews. These have expanded the researchers’ ability to measure a range of phenomena more
effectively and with improved data quality.
iv. Comparing pretesting methods - Various techniques have been developed over the years to pretest new
survey questions or to evaluate the effectiveness of pre-existing questions. The research studies (e.g., Hughes,
2004; DeMaio et al. 1998 & Ikart, 2018) in this group utilised multiple pretesting techniques to pretest
questionnaires. This included: (a) the coding of interviewer and respondent behaviour, (b)debriefing respondents
to obtain additional information about their views of the questions/concepts, and (c)debriefing interviewers on
how respondents react to and understand the question/concepts, and (d) comparing item non response rates and
response distributions for different versions of the same survey questions. For example, as part of an effort to
collect quality data for the study of decision support systems by Knowledge Workers, Ikart (2018) employed
cognitive interviewing and respondent debriefing methods to evaluate questionnaire problems and the quality of
interviewer – respondent interactions.
v. Examining questionnaire pretesting by expert reviews - research studies (e.g., Fricker, 2012; Olson, 2010;
DeMaio & Landreth, 2003) focus on improving draft questionnaires via expert reviews. Fricker (2012)
underscored the importance of developing clear, robust questions through careful review by people (e.g., survey
and questionnaire design experts and substantive (subject matter) experts) with alternative viewpoints because
good survey data starts with good questions. DeMaio & Landreth (2003) & Olson (2010) reemphasised the
importance of having individuals with theoretical questionnaire knowledge or practical experience to evaluate a
draft questionnaire either alone or in a group also known as “expert Panel” for consistency and agreement
towards improving the quality of questionnaire. To conclude, research studies (e.g., Willis, 1999; Rothgeb et al,
2001) in this group suggest that expert reviews exhibit a reasonable degree of consistency. They contended that
expert reviews provide insights into the nature of problems encountered, and in some situations,
recommendations for lessening sources of errors in questions.
6
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3. Research Objectives and Research Question
Whereas the literature on questionnaire pretesting has revealed a paradox, questionnaire pretesting is a simple
technique to measure in advance whether a questionnaire causes problems for respondents or interviewers
(Babonea & Voicu, 2011; Presser et al. 2004). Consequently, experienced researchers and survey methodologists
have declared questionnaire pretesting indispensable. All the same, published survey reports regularly provide no
information about whether a questionnaire was pretested and, if so, how and with what results. Moreover, until
recently, there has been fewer methodological research on questionnaire pretesting. The universally
acknowledged importance of questionnaire pretesting has been honoured more in theory than in the practice. As
a result, we know very little about an aspect of pretesting and the extent to which a pretest serves its intended
purpose and leads to value-added on questionnaires (Babonea & Voicu, 2011; Ikart, 2018).
Throughout the past three decades there has been increased emphasis on building quality into the survey
questionnaire through pretesting. Whilst this has been approached from an operational perspective (e.g., Dippo
& Norwood, 1992), it was informed by theoretical work in the fields of cognitive psychology and social
psychology (e.g.,Turner & Martin, 1984; Ericsson & Simon, 1984). Whereas prior to this time, the main
contributors to diagnosing questionnaire problems were; the questionnaire designers (through their expertise in
the subject) and the interviewers (through their experience in administering the questionnaire). In recent periods,
the emphasis has shifted to learning about questionnaire problems from the respondents themselves (DeMaio et
al. 1998). This has been grounded on the development of a model of survey response (Haeger et al. 2012;
DeMaio & Lanreth, 2003; Ikart, 2018) that divides the response process into four major groups: comprehension,
retrieval, judgement and response formulation – which occur within the respondent. The understanding of which
allows researchers to get a grasp on issues that impact the quality of the data collected in the survey.
Theoretically, there are four actions that the respondent enacts when answering a survey question. They must
comprehend the question, be able to retrieve information, make a judgement as to its relevance and accuracy as
an answer to the question, and respond to the question (Hughes, 2004; Willis, 2005; Haeger et al. 2012).
Nevertheless, detailed reports of an appropriate method to undertake questionnaire pretesting have been
underrepresented within the literature (Hilton, 2015),
An expert review is one of the traditional methods of questionnaire pretesting other than cognitive interviewing,
respondent behaviour and behaviour coding. Expert reviews can be conducted with varying levels of
organisation and rigor. On the lower end of the spectrum, an experienced subject matter expert, or survey
methodologist, review a draft questionnaire to identify issues with question wording or administration that may
lead to measurement error. On the more rigorous end of the spectrum, as we utilised in this study, is the
Questionnaire Appraisal Scheme (QAS) method, a coding scheme developed by Lesser & Forsyth (1996) and
adopted by prior studies (e.g., Rothgeb et al. 2001; DeMaio & Landreth, 2003). The QAS is a structured,
standardized instrument review containing 28 problem types that allow experienced researchers and coders to
review and code questionnaire problems that have been reported by the independent expert reviewers based on
the 28 problem types of the QAS. Using a database system, the coders coded and processed the questionnaire
problems by applying the 28 problem types of the QAS. They then conducted an analysis and compared the
results for consistency and agreement and improvement of the questionnaire for the production survey.
Regardless of the widespread use of the expert reviews and the QAS method in researches (e.g. Presser and Blair,
1994; Olson, 2010; Yan et al. 2012), fewer empirical evaluations exist of the expert review itself. In particular,
there is little evidence as to whether the results produced by individual expert reviewers are consistent.
Furthermore, there is a limited reasonable level of agreement among expert reviewers in their evaluations of
questionnaire (Rothgeb et al. 2001; DeMaio & Landreth, 2003; Olson, 2010). Building on previous studies (e.g.,
Presser & Blair, 2004; DeMaio & Landreth, 2003; Olson, 2010), this study aims to answer two specific research
questions:
1.

Clarify whether the results produced by individual expert reviewers are consistent.

2.

If any, to what extend is the level of the agreement among experts in their evaluations of the questionnaire?

4. Research Methodology
Three survey methodologists and one management expert consisting of: two academics, from two different
academic institutions, one Senior Education Officer from the Government Agency and, a CEO from the
Financial Management Industry in Australia, were enlisted to conduct expert reviews of the draft questionnaire.
Each reviewer had more than ten years of experience in questionnaire design, research in survey interview,
cognitive interviews and other methods of pretesting. They were selected based on their ability to review draft
7
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questionnaires and willingness to complete the reviews in a timely manner (Rothgeb et al. 2001; DeMaio &
Landreth, 2003; Olson, 2010).
The draft questionnaire for the review consisted of 17 questions on vocational education and training programs
and prisoners’ work readiness outside gaol, at post release employment. A subset of questions was based on
prisoners’ experience in vocational education and training program, whilst in custody. The second subset was
based on the perceived usefulness of vocational and training programs. The third subset of the questionnaire was
about the prisoners’ satisfaction with vocational education and training. The final subset of the questionnaire, the
facilitating conditions and social environments of correctional education centre was extracted from the
questionnaire developed for the study. We aimed at selecting important topics of the questions which could be
administered face-to-face to the population sample of prisoners. Also, the question topics contained limited skip
patterns, which helped maximize the number of sample cases receiving each question (DeMaio & Landreth,
2003).
Adopted from prior study, e.g., DeMaio & Landreth, each expert reviewer was provided with independent
evaluator record sheets consisting of three parts – namely; Part1, Part 11 & Part 111. In Part 1: Question by
Question Problem Identification. For each survey question, the expert reviewer was asked to identify and briefly
explain each specific problem associated with the question in a 17- question survey on vocational education and
training, treatment programs and prisoners’ work readiness outside gaol. They were also asked to record each
problem separately on a pre-numbered form according to the numbers of questions in the questionnaire provided.
Further, they were asked to classify each problem identified either as; ‘High Priority’ (a problem that should be
addressed before the instrument is fielded because it will likely adversely affect the response process in
unacceptable ways) or ‘Low Priority’(a problem that could be addressed before instrument is fielded, but may
not adversely affect the response process in unacceptable ways,) and to record whether the problem will be a
problem with administering the question, response problem or both. In Part 11: Five (5) Most Important
Problems, each expert reviewer was asked to briefly state the five (5) most important problems they found with
the questionnaire. And for each of the problems identified, they were asked to list the question numbers that
were likely to be affected. Finally, in Part 111: Five (5) Worst Questions, each expert reviewer was asked to
identify the five (5) worst questions. Also, for each question identified, they were asked to provide their
comments or a short explanation for their selection. No other specific instructions were provided to the expert
reviewers, except, a short description of the goals of the questionnaire.
5. Analysis and Results
The expert reviewers reported their review on the paper forms provided by the researcher (see ATTACHMENT
A1-3 for a sample of the report forms). We (including the researcher and one other experienced coder ) coded the
completed forms with a significant level of inter-coder agreement (76.95%) by reviewing the open-ended
evaluator notes concerning the problems that had been recorded in the independent evaluator sheets by the four
expert reviewers and by applying the QAS containing 28 problem types (see ATTACHMENT B). Each item
received as many codes as we agreed were found to apply to the item based on expert reviewers’ written
comments of the questionnaire problems. We recorded the problem types and their locations in the database and
compared this across the four expert reviewers. We also grouped the 28 problem types of the QAS at the highest
level under the familiar headings of the four stage cognitive response model: a) comprehension and
communication, b) retrieval, c) judgement and evaluation, and d) response selection. In addition, we considered
the mid-level and lowest level categories of the problem types, though we collapsed them into the major groups
of the highest level at some point in the analysis. Furthermore, we generated agreement statistics by dividing the
total occurrences of cases (problem type) where the researcher and the other coder agreed on problem types and
locations (that is, question number) by the total number of mutually exclusive problem types across all expert
reviewers (273).
Table 2 presents the results of problem types identified by expert reviewers, and the extent of agreement among
expert reviewers in identifying the types of problems and number of problems in the questionnaire. As can be
seen from the top row, out of a total of 76 Interview Difficulties problem type (which was 20% of all problem
types) identified across the four expert reviewers; expert A identified the majority, 30.26%, followed by expert C,
26.32%. Next, was expert D, 25% though expert B identified the least, 18.42%. Further, of a total 198
Comprehension problem type (53.23% of all problem types) identified across the four expert reviewers, expert A
identified the highest, 41.41%; followed by expert B, 23.23% and expert D, 21.21%. Expert C identified the least,
14.14%. For the Retrieval problem type (which was 6.18% of all problem types), whilst expert A and expert C
identified 30.43% respectively, expert D identified 21.74% and expert B identified just 17.39%. Regarding the
Judgement problem type which was 6.1% of all problem types, expert A identified 30.43%, followed by expert C
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26.1%. Both Expert B and expert D identified equally, 21.74%. Finally, for the Response problem type which
was 13.98% of all problem types, expert C identified the highest, 30.77%; followed by expert A, 26.92%; then
expert D 23.1% and finally, expert B 19.23%. Table 2 clearly illustrates the degree to which expert reviewers
agreed among themselves to identify the number and types of problems in the questionnaire. Also, as can be seen
from the table, there are enormous differences among expert reviewers regarding the number of problems each
of them identified. For example out of a total 133 problems identified by expert A, expert B and expert C
identified almost half, 59.4% and 59.94% respectively though expert D identified 62.41% of the amount.
Table 2. Problem types identified by expert reviewers
Expert A

Expert B

Expert C

Expert D

Total

Accumulative frequency %

interview
difficulties

23

14

20

19

76

20.43%

(30.26 %)

(18.42%)

(26.32%)

(25%)

Comprehension

82

46

28

42

198

53.23%

(41.41%)

(23.23%)

(14.14%)

(21.21%)

7

4

7

5

23

6.18%

(30.43%)

(17.39%)

(30.43%)

(21.74%)

7

5

6

5

23

6.18%

(30.43%)

(21.74%)

(26.1%

(21.74%)

14

10

16

12

52

13.98%

(26.92%)

(19.23%)

(30.77%)

(23.1%)

133

79

77

83

372

100

Problems Types

Retrieval
Judgement
Response
Total

Further, we evaluated the level of agreement across expert reviewers who identified specific problems in a
particular question. The result was as low as 20.01%. Nevertheless, as the data in Table 2 suggests, it was
reasonable to say that expert reviewers found similar types of problems (vague term/unclear question such as,
how many years have you been sentenced for? Or, how many year have you personally been participating in
vocational education and training programs in your incarceration) though chose to document them at varying
points in the questionnaire evaluation form. Also, when we collapsed the percentage of problem types of the
lowest level and middle level into the highest level of interview difficulties, comprehension, retrieval, judgement
and response; the percentage of problem types across the four expert reviewers were comparable. As can be seen
from Table 2, the comprehension category ranks highest with regard to the percentage of the problem types
identified by each expert reviewer; between 41.41% and 21.21% with, accumulative frequency of 53.23%. This
was followed by the interview difficulties category problem types which were 30.26% and 18.42% with
accumulative frequency of 20%. The response category ranked third highest, between 30.77% and 19.23%
respectively with accumulative frequency of 13.98%. The retrieval and judgement categories ranked fourth
highest, 30% and 21% with accumulative frequency of 6.18%, though one expert reviewer had 17.39% for
retrieval problem types.
The majority of the problem types identified by expert reviewers were from the comprehension, interview
difficulties and response categories. There was also consistent agreement across the expert reviewers for
retrieval and judgement, which were the lowest ranked problem types.
Within each of the four stage problem types were the mid-level, and the lowest level categories, the most detail
description of the problems e.g., complex or awkward syntax and erroneous assumption. It was critical the QAS
codes be independent of one another and that rules applied on the use of any codes which may be ambiguous
because the QAS was designed in order to attempt to maximize inter-coder agreement with respect to the
assignment of individual codes. Table 3 presents the frequency results with each of the 28 QAS codes assigned,
overall to the questionnaire items. The problem types were coded on the basis of the 28 QAS coding system in
order to maintain consistency. Collectively, the expert reviews identified a total of 372 problems across the four
expert reviewers for an average of 2.75% codes per question.
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Table 3. Frequency results & QAS codes assigned to questionnaire problematic items
Code problem label
Problem types:
Interviewer Difficulties
1. Inaccurate instruction
2. Complicated instruction
3. Difficult for interviewer to administer
Question Content
4. Vague/unclear question
5. Complex topic
6. Topic carried over from earlier Q
7. Undefined/vague term
Question structure
8. Transition needed
9. Unclear respond instruction
10. Question too long
11. Complex/awkward syntax
12. Erroneous assumption
13. Several questions
Referenced period
14. Period carried over from earlier Q
15. Undefined period
16. Unanchoring/rolling period
Retrieval from Memory
17. Shortage of memory cues
18. High detail require or info unavailable
19. Long recall or reference period
Judgement & Evaluation
20. Complex estimation
21. Potentially sensitive/bias
Respond terminology
22. Undefined term
23. Vague terms
Response Units
24. Responses use wrong or mismatching units
25. Unclear to respondent what the response
options are
26. Multi-dimensional response set
Response structure
27. Overlapping response categories
28. Missing response categories
Grand Total

Expert Reviewers
A
B
C
D

Frequency

Percent

15
6
2

5
9
0

6
14
0

7
10
2

33
39
4

8.87
10.48
1.08

20
3
4
18

14
4
4
8

4
4
1
8

8
4
2
8

46
15
11
42

12.37
4.03
2.96
11.29

2
5
0
20
2
0

2
2
0
10
0
0

3
4
0
4
0
0

4
6
0
6
0
0

11
17
0
40
2
0

2.96
4.57
0,0
10.75
0.54
0.0

2
4
4

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
2
2

2
6
6

0.54
1.61
1.61

1
6
0

2
2
0

3
4
0

3
2
0

9
14
0

2.42
3.76
0.0

6
1

4
1

3
3

5
0

18
5

4.84
1.34

3
3

2
4

4
4

3
4

12
15

3.23
4.03

2
4

0
2

6
0

3
2

11
8

2.96
2.15

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

2
0

2
0

0
2

0
0

4
2
372

1.08
0.54
100.0

As can be seen from the Table 3, a small number of codes accounted for a high proportion of problems identified
by the expert reviewers. For example the five codes namely, inaccurate instruction (8.87%), complicated
instruction (10.48%), vague/unclear question (12.37%), undefined/vague term (11.29%) and complex/awkward
syntax (10.75%) accounted for 53.76% of all identified problems. Note that all the codes were classed on the
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QAS system as interview difficulties, comprehensive, retrieval, judgement and response problems. Also, two
codes namely: vague/unclear question (12.37%) and undefined/vague terms (11.29%) account for approximately
23.66%. This result is consistent with the previous findings (e.g., Rothgeb et al. 2001; Willis et al. 1999), who
found that, vague/unclear questions and undefined/vague terms dominated the results of the coding system.
Furthermore, we looked at the results from another technique concentrating on the number of questions that
expert reviewers identified as problematic questions. The second row of Table 4, showed the number of
questions with problems across the expert reviewers. As illustrated, there were some similarities between Expert
C and expert D except for expert A and expert B which were 73.33% and 53.33% respectively. Hence, the
lowest number of problem questions was 53.33% of the highest number (8/15). In contrast the lowest number of
problems found from row one of Table 4, was 57.89% of the highest number (77/133) for expert reviewer C and
expert reviewer A.
To summarise, there were many inconsistencies when we compared the number of problems found across the
expert reviewers, though these inconsistencies were fewer when we compared the number of questions expert
reviewers identified as problematic questions. These results were consistent with prior research findings (e.g.,
DeMaio & Landreth, 2003).
Based on the experiences in questionnaire evaluations, each expert reviewer was asked to briefly state the five
most important problems they found with the questionnaire. For each of the problems they identified, they were
also asked to list the question numbers that are likely to be affected by the problem. The results of the most
important problems of the questionnaire as identified by the expert reviewers varied significantly. For instance,
one asserted that ‘the use of modifier in sentences was unnecessary and that it caused redundancy to sentences’.
Another expert reviewer claimed that ‘some terminologies may not be understood by the respondents’. One other
expert reviewer commented that ‘the questions are leading though lack objectivity’. Another expert reviewer
stated that ‘terms use in survey are imprecise or open to subjective interpretation’ With regards to agreement on
a particular problem, there was no agreement by the four expert reviewers on a single issue.
Table 4. Number of questionnaire problems & flawed questions found
Experts

A

B

C

D

Number of problems found

133

97

77

83

Number of questions with problems

11

8

15

14

Number of Questions affected by major problems

13

6

9

15

Number of worst questions

5

5

5

5

Problems & flawed Questions:

As mentioned previously, the questionnaire problems that expert reviewers identified as problematic greatly
varied, except for three expert reviewers who identified a comparable problem. Nonetheless, one major problem
that was specifically identified by an expert reviewer was stretched into three problems by one other expert
reviewer, and also into two problems by another expert reviewer. Ostensibly, expert reviewers inconsistently
agreed on major problems of the questionnaire far less than the expectation of any research community.
Additionally, there were many differences in the numbers of questions affected by major problems. Although
two or three expert reviewers identified a similar problem, the affected questions they reported were significantly
different in numbers and locations. As shown in Table 4, the third row, expert reviewer D reported the highest
number (15) of affected questions by major problems, followed by expert reviewer A, thirteen (13). But expert
reviewers C and B reported fewer affected questions, which were nine (9) and six (6) affected questions
respectively.
Furthermore, each expert reviewer was asked to identify the five worst questions of the questionnaire. For each
question they identified, they were also asked to provide a comment or a short explanation for its selection. The
results of their worst questions and comments significantly varied. As shown in the fourth row of Table 4,
although the four expert reviewers reported five questions each as the worst questions, the question numbers and
comments were mixed. Only two questions (Q5 and Q6), were identified by three expert reviewers as the worst
questions, though their comments regarding the question numbers were somewhat different.
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Moreover, two other expert reviewers identified one other question as the worst question but their comments
regarding this question differed significantly. Additionally, one other question was comparable in terms of worst
question between two expert reviewers though with dissimilar comments. All other worst question numbers
identified by the expert reviewers were not comparable. That is, expert reviewers did not agree with one another
in terms of the question numbers they identified as their worst questions. About eight other questions that expert
reviewers identified between themselves were not comparable in terms of question numbers and explanations
provided.
To summarise, there was little agreement among expert reviewers. Although two or three expert reviewers
identified same questions as worst questions, their explanations and comments regarding these questions were
mixed.
6. Discussion and Conclusion
This paper employed expert reviews to pre-test the draft questionnaire developed for the study of the impact of
vocational education and training programs at post release employment and prisoners’ work readiness outside
gaol. The method employed in the present study has both qualitative and quantitative approaches. An expert
review is frequently used earlier in research in refining the survey questionnaire before it is administered in the
field to the respondents (Ikart, 2018; DeMaio & Landreth, 2003).
The overarching objectives of this paper were; first, we wanted to evaluate whether the results produced by
individual expert reviewers are consistent. Second, if any of those results are in fact consistent, to what extend is
the level of agreement among the expert reviewers in their evaluations of the questionnaire.
The results of this study were mixed. First, there were vast differences among the expert reviewers vis-à-vis the
number of problems found across expert reviewers, though these differences were not too distinct across the
expert reviewers (except for expert A, 73.33% and expert B, 53.33%) when we looked at the results from
another technique, focusing on the number of questions that the expert reviewers found to be problematic.
Second, the level of agreement across expert reviewers in identifying a specific problem in a particular question
was as low as 20.01%. Noticeably, the expert reviewers found similar problems though, chose to document them
at various points in the evaluations. Nevertheless, when we ranked the problem types of those problems, we
observed that the majority of problem types were from comprehension and was followed by interview difficulties
problem type. The response category ranked third highest. This agreement was consistent across the expert
reviewers for retrieval and judgement problem types respectively. These findings were supported by previous
studies (e.g., DeMaio & Landreth, 2003; Rothgeb et al. 2001; Willis et al. 1999).
Third, when we factored-in the most important problems of the questionnaire together with the affected
questions that each expert reviewer was asked to identify and list, the results also varied across the expert
reviewers. The results illustrated that the expert reviewers inconsistently agreed on major problems much lesser
than the expectation (DeMaio & Landreth, 2003).
Finally, when we compared the five worst questions selected by each expert reviewer, as well as their comments
and explanations for the selection across the expert reviewers, we also found that expert reviewers inconsistently
agreed substantially smaller than the expectation (DeMaio & Landreth, 2003).
The results of the study suggest that different review styles from the evaluators were at play (Robbins et al. 2003;
DeMaio & Landreth, 2003). We felt that Expert A for instance, utilised a country club review style, because s/he
presented a comprehensive and detailed review of the questionnaire to help improve its quality to the needs of
the respondents. Expert A also found almost twice the problems found by expert C. Moreover, Expert A found
27% more of the problems found by Expert B and, 38% more of the problems found by Expert D. Further, when
we compared the five most important problems and the affected questions across the expert reviewers, expert A
presented thorough explanations and comments of the problems. The five major problems that expert A
identified affected almost fourteen questions out of the seventeen questions of the questionnaire. This was
approximately 82.35% of the questions. When we compared the comments and explanations of the five worst
questions identified by each expert reviewer, it was clear that expert A provided extensive and exhaustive
comments and explanations. This was enough to conclude that a focussed review work such as the work of
expert A was necessary in order to get a detailed understanding of the importance of pretesting the questionnaire
and quality improvement.
Expert B on the other hand, can be thought of applying impoverish review style and exerting minimum effort in
evaluating the questionnaire (Robbins et al. 2003). When we compared the number of questions with problems
across the expert reviewers, expert B identified relative few questions, approximately 53.33% of the highest
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number (8/15) of questions with problems of expert C. Also, when we compared the number of problems found
across the expert reviewers, expert B identified relatively fewer problems, approximately 73% of the highest of
expert A. However, this was comparable to expert C and expert D. But in terms of the number of questions
affected by the major problem, expert B identified the lowest, about 40% of highest number (6/15) of expert D.
Further, when we looked at the five worst questions identified by expert B, we noticed that these questions have
been repeated all through, though were sensible. On the basis of comparing the information provided between
expert A and expert B, it was difficult to say that both experts reviewed the same questionnaire.
Regarding expert C and expert D, we thought that both expert reviewers utilised middle –of-road and/or
balanced review style (Robbins et al. 2003). For instance when we compared the number of problems found
across the expert reviewers, we noticed that those found by expert C and expert D were in the middle of the
problems found by expert A, though were similar to the number of problems found by expert B. Also, when we
looked at the number of questions with problems across the expert reviewers, the number of questions with
problems found by both experts was similar. Additionally, when we compared the number of questions affected
by major problems as identified between these two experts, although they were dissimilar because Expert C
identified 60% of the highest (9/15) of expert D, two of the problems identified by expert D were unnecessarily
stretched to affect some questions. However, the strengths of their explanations regarding the most important
problems resulting in the affected questions were comparable and adequately explained and enumerated for the
improvement of the questionnaire.
The question is why are the results inconsistent? Few explanations can be tapped into to justify the
inconsistencies of the results. First, may be the expert reviewers in this study usually work in an expert panel as a
team of questionnaire evaluators. Therefore working individually to review the study questionnaire may have
been an uphill task to some of them, particularly expert reviewer B. Second, the amount of time and effort that
the expert reviewers have dedicated for the evaluation may have had an influence on the outcome. In the case of
this study, we employed four expert reviewers. Let’s say, on one hand, one or two expert reviewers devoted
limited time and effort in the review. The results would be minimal and substandard. On the other hand, if one or
two other expert reviewers put in enough time and effort in providing a comprehensive and detailed review of
the questionnaire, the results are of high quality and standard. It is therefore very clear that the results between
the two groups of expert reviewers would be unequalled, even though the task itself was standardized across the
expert reviewers and designed to minimise variation in problem identification. Perhaps, this was the case about
the present study. Third is the diverse level of details of the comments and explanations across the expert
reviewers. For example when we compared expert reviewer A and expert reviewer B works of this study, expert
reviewer A spent time to highlight every small piece of problems and also comment on those problems, even
though s/he had previously highlighted similar problems. Expert reviewer B on the other hand, rarely highlighted
and/or commented on repeated problems of the questionnaire. Hence, the differing level of details and
perspectives by the evaluators may have contributed to the degree of inconsistencies and disagreements among
expert reviewers. The variation across expert reviewers may have also been intensified because evaluators with
more dissimilar backgrounds were used. Fourth, the perspective of one expert reviewer may not always match
those of other expert reviewers, particularly where expert reviewers employed their informal judgement and/or
instinct in the review. In other words, it may be difficult for an expert review to put him/her-self in the shoes of
other expert reviewers in terms of, views and opinions of each problem of the questionnaire and anticipate all
other expert reviewers would come up with similar views and opinions. Fifth, in practice, however, expert
reviewers are survey methodologists who can apply their theoretical understanding of, and extensive experience
in, survey development in critiquing questionnaire (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2001). We felt that in this
present study this claim may have left them better off or worse off.
Notwithstanding the inconsistency and differences across the expert reviewers, the expert ratings successfully
identified questionnaire problems that were more likely to have high levels of item nonresponse or inaccurate
reporting, although success in this review differs across the expert reviewers. Although expert reviewers are
survey methodologists with ten or more years of experience in questionnaire design, cognitive interviews and
survey interview process research with ability and skills in reviewing questionnaire (Olson, 2010; DeMaio &
Landreth, 2003; ABS, 2001), the high degree of inconsistencies and low level of agreement of the results of the
present study are enough to cause concern concerning expert reviews itself and/or to extrapolate the results.
The second question that is of concern is; how is the expert review organised? And what procedures are in place
to guide the evaluators? In this study, four expert reviewers from well-established academic institutions,
financial industry and a Government agency were enlisted to review the questionnaire based on their many years
of experience in reviewing questionnaires for quality and improvement. Furthermore, the review process was
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structured. For example, each expert reviewer was provided with independent evaluation record sheets and
specific instructions to follow, based on Questionnaire Appraisal Scheme QAS, coding system as a control
mechanism for the review. However, it was difficult to assess whether each expert reviewer utilised the
procedures that were in place or relied exclusively on their own judgements, making informal assessments that
typically yield open ended comments of the survey items evaluated. Our contention is that an adequate control
mechanism should be established and monitored in expert reviews against the established standards and
procedures if expert review is to serve as a critical traditional method of questionnaire pretesting. We suggest
computer aided application expert review can serve as a check and balance on individual evaluators review work
for consistency and agreement among reviewers. Future research may focus on this suggestion. Of vital
importance, we are of the view that collaborative questionnaire reviews by two or more expert reviewers would
make a significant contribution for consistency and agreement among expert reviewers and should be embraced
(Presser & Blair, 1994; ABS, 2001). Otherwise, it should be noted that individual experts used in researches are
not from a uniform group, and the variation in the review outcomes should be anticipated when pretesting and/or
review questionnaires (Olson, 2010).
One final thought, though the QAS coding scheme has been depicted as a significant tool for identifying the
questionnaire problems, given the extremely high rate of detection, it is very possible that such an appraisal
technique as applied, may encourage a low threshold for problem identification and in so doing producing a
large number of differences in the results across the expert reviewers. The QAS method as used may have high
sensitivity but poor specificity. Probably, the QAS is useful for the identification of questionnaire problems, and
that the questionnaire used for this study does in fact possess the various problems that it revealed from the
problem types. Conversely, it is possible that a system like the QAS that was designed primarily as an aid to
questionnaire designer, rather than pretesting, requires a fair degree of additional expert judgement to be
considered practically effective for questionnaire pretesting. Nevertheless, the results strongly support the
conclusion of previous studies (e.g., Willis et al. 1999; Rothgeb et al. 2001) and that any evaluation designs
depending on the notion that “finding more problems is better” is suspect, because of the exclusive focus on
technique sensitivity.
It should be noted that this study was an observational study, but not a control experiment. Although the paper is
based on a research project in progress, no part of the pretested questionnaire was administered to prisoners for
primary data collection. The views expressed in this study are those of the authors though supported by the views
from previous publications. However, we published this paper to inform persons in academia and management
practice and to encourage roundtable discussions. Finally, we believe that research in expert reviews would
continue to evolve and change as research into its validity and practice continues.
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Appendix: Examples on Record Sheets Selected at Random
Attachment A1: PART 1: Question-by-Question Problem Identification
Q2
Problem 1:

Priority:
H

Problem for:
L

A

R

B

It is not clear whether the question is referring to this sentence or accumulation of all sentences.
Q 12
Problem 1:

Priority:

Problem for:

H

A

L

R

B

I think respondents will find it more difficult to answer questions that call for self-evaluation or forecast of
benefits than those calling for more simple opinion on past events.
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Priority:

Problem 3:

H

Problem for:

L

A

R

B

The CMT is common to staff, but offenders call it “Classo” writing it out in full or using the slang term will
help.
Q4

Priority:

Problem 1:

H

L

Problem for:
A

R

B

This is a self-serving question. I doubt respondents will provide an honest answer to the question. All will
answer ‘very likely’. They may also be fearful of the consequence of providing any answer which is anything
less than 5. To sum up, respondents will not believe in the confidence nature of the survey. Unless, the expected
outcome is measured indirectly, the question will most certainly induce bias.
Q3
Problem 1:

Priority:
H

L

Problem for:
A

R

B

Good question but I think the responders need to be able to determine whether they are compared to what they
can do… can they read newspapers or safety signs?
Attachment A2: PART II: Five (5) Most Important Problems
Briefly state the problem and list affected question numbers:
Problem 1:
Most questions are vague, unclear and/or too broad. Honestly, I doubt respondents will answer these questions
truthfully. In my opinion, unless the expected outcomes are clear and/or measured indirectly, these questions
will certainly induce biases.
Affected Numbers: Q1, Q2 & Q4
Problem 2:
Use of English could be plainer
Affected question Numbers: Q8, Q12, Q13 & Q14
Problem 3
You use terms that are imprecise or open to subjective interpretation. I have identified for each question. Affected
questions: Q9 & Q12
Problem 4
Some questions are almost similar. I doubt respondents will give their honest answers.
Affected questions: Q4, 5 & 6
Problem 5
Most questions and tables are poorly formatted. This is critical for professionalism of your work.
Affected questions: Q1, Q2, Q4, Q5, Q6, Q6, Q8, Q9, Q10, Q12, Q13, Q14 & Q15
Attachment A3: PART III: Five (5) Worst Questions
Identify question number and provide comments or a short explanation for why it was selected:
Problem 1: Question #1: It is not clear whether you are referring to multiple sentences or this sentence only. You
need to be specific (Q1&Q2).
Problem 2: Questions #Q5 & #Q6: These questions compound ‘improvement in skills’ with ‘absolute level of
skills attainment’. If you want to know about the resulting level of capacity then this would be better asked in a
separate question. Q6 almost duplicates this. I would ask about what key competencies the respondent thinks
will be useful for employment.
Problem 3: Questions #Q15, & #16: The CMT is common to staff, but offenders call it “Classo” writing it out in
full or using the slang term will help.
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Problem 44: Question #Q12. “Particippation in treaatment program
ms directly reelated to my ooffence to address
offending behaviour”… this is overly ccomplicated foor offender, just say the proggrams they havve to do is prob
bably
clearer
Problem 55: Question #Q
Q17. Asking abbout the sociall relationshipss is likely to coonfuse many ooffenders. Bettter to
just ask whho encourage them
t
to attendd.
Scheme, QAS
Attachmeent B: Questioonnaire Appraaisal Coding S
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